
Space Arcade
Space Arcade is a fast-paced 7 symbols, 3x3 
slot with a retro 8-bit space theme which 
stems from the Arcade halls from the early 
80’s. The game has 9 betlines, a Winged 
Wild-mode which awards the player respins 
as well as a multiplier that can multiply your 
win with up to x6.

Any symbol win will award an incremental multiplier that 
resets on non-wins. If awarded a wild, the winged wild-
mode begins. Winged Wild mode initiates a re-spin as long 
as the wild is visible on the reel. For each spin the Wild will 
move one step upwards and re-spin the other reels. The 
multipliers will not be reset during Winged Wild mode.

3x3
winged wild mode
x6 multiplier
wild win
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Game information
Math 

RTP:  96,47%
Volatility:   3
Hit frequency:  Approx 1 in 4 spins

Win   (simulated from 1 billion spins)

Max payout:  535x bet

Information  

Game ID:  SpaceArcade
Technology:  HTML5
Resolution: Optimized for 1280x720, 16:9
Devices:   Mobile & desktop 
Languages: 19
Currencies: 28
Bonus mode:  No, Winged Wild respins
Min bet:  0,09 EUR
Default bet: 1.8 EUR
Max bet:  90 EUR
* Configurable within range of min/max bet. 

Features
Space Arcade is a base-game only 3x3 slot 
with two prominent features; the Winged 
Wild-mode and a multiplier that can be 
triggered to reach it’s cap at x6. 

Winged Wild Mode 

The Winged Wild symbol will reward re-spins on the other 
reels as long as it is visible. It will pull its reel upwards one 
step for each re-spin, until it flies outside the reel area. The 
Winged Wild symbol will substitute for any other symbol. 

While in Winged Wild mode the multiplier will not reset by 
non-winning spins.  

Multiplier up to x6

Any win will trigger an increase of the multiplier. 
Consecutive wins will further increase the multiplier to a 
maximum of x6. Any non-winning spins, unless in Winged 
Wild mode, will reset the multiplier to x1.
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